
six steps
to a 

successful
sale

- choosing the best time to sell

- preparing the business for sale 

- continuing successful operations

- establishing the listing price

- marketing 

- selling with the best team



Business owners are usually passionate about the core of their business; making coffees, 
painting houses, selling products or what ever it is they do. It’s the second half of this 
reality that can be difficult...running the business. 

All stresses of a business are individual to each owner. For example the owner may;
• have reached retirement age, and no longer has the energy and enthusasim the 
business needs 
• be suffering from burn out 
• not be interested in investing in additional long-term capital  
• want to change direction
• have to travel too far everyday
• want to spend more time with family and friends. 

Problems such as these lead to the consideration of selling the business, either as soon 
as possible or in the future. 

Often emotion, stress or other factors can lead business owners to be making 
decisions without being pragmatic about the process. Whatever the reason for selling, 
an orderly transition to new ownership needs to be planned.

The Brokerage Connection network has identified the following steps, 
to safely and properly bring business sales to a successful conclusion.



STEP 1 – CHOOSING THE BEST TIME TO SELL

One of the most crucial elements in determining a price is the business’s current, 
and most recent performance. 

• selling a business during the introduction phase may be difficult. A full 12 
months of trading is important to buyers, so an understanding of the business 
cycle can be determined
• buyers find buying a business in a quieter period more appealing; taking over 
a business during busy times, may lead to high cash flow
• previous year’s profit & loss, BAS statements and year to date sales figures are 
significant enough for buyers. Business owners do not have to wait until the end 
of a financial year to sell their business
• having three to five years remaining on the term of a lease is important.  
Securing a new lease, at the end of a lease period will be appealing to buyers
• when a business owner is experiencing buyer burnout and has lost   
enthusiasm, the business should be put on the market as soon as possible.  
Delaying could lead to a loss of value.



STEP 2 – PREPARING THE BUSINESS FOR SALE

A business owner should have a conversation with a business broker when making 
the decision to sell. They have the knowledge, experience and tools to safely and 
properly manage the entire sale process. 

It ensures that;

• a successful closing is accomplished for all parties involved
• the sale is done in a professional way
• confidentiality is maintained
• the business owner can continue to focus on running the business, reducing 
the business erosion during the sale process.

The sale process generally takes, on average, between five to eight months to sell 
most businesses. Some will take longer, while others will sell in a shorter period. 
The sooner the information needed to begin the marketing process is collated, the 
shorter the time for the sale should be. 

The broker will advise the best way to achieve results. To prepare, business owners 
should;

• discuss the idea with their accountant, and prepare latest tax figures 
• have year to date sales figures available
• ensure all BAS statements are up to date, available and are paid on time.



STEP 3 – CONTINUING SUCCESSFUL OPERATIONS

When a business is listed for sale, the business broker will encourage the business 
owner to concentrate on the successful operations of the business, and may 
recommend for them to;

• delegate responsibilities to key employees. Doing so will give potential buyers 
increased confidence in the purchase. Buyers won’t be interested in paying full 
premium for the business, if operations rely on the owner for success
• document job descriptions, operation processes, and strategic plans. These 
give buyers greater comfort that he/she will be able to emulate the successful 
growth. It will also help the buyer obtain finance if required
• continue to promote the business, to aid an increase of revenue and  
strengthen reputation. Doing so is particularly important for a business without 
many ‘hard assets’; relationships with suppliers and customers are part of the 
business value
• make sure all income is being driven to the bottom line. Keeping payments up 
to date (on items such as rent, suppliers, marketing) will ensure a smooth  
transition during the exchange process. A potential buyer will want to see ‘true 
cash flow’. Take a stocktake of what the business owns, and arrange to;

 – sell or dispose of unproductive assets or unsalable inventory
 – remove or buy of assets that are used for personal use
 – remodel, clean and organise the business. A well-maintained facility will  

 convey a feeling of quality and efficiency, to assist in getting the best   
 possible price.



STEP 4 – ESTABLISHING THE LISTING PRICE

Business brokers will guide business owners effortlessly through the process of 
selling their business. Brokers understand they are employed by the business 
owner to gain the best possible price, in the quickest time frame. 

To achieve this, the price is required to be;

• not set too high or too low
• at a place that allows some room for negotiation, without pricing the business 
out of the market.

Some factors considered when determining the pricing strategy include;

• the original purchase price has little or no relevance in today’s market 
• set up costs, plant & equipment have no relevance to the buyer. Nor do they 
add value to the business 
• the appraisal should be left to the professionals. Accountants, solicitors, 
friends, family and colleagues will often have an opinion
• research has shown that buyer online searches are conducted in price   
brackets. Keeping the list price under the nearest $100,000, will encourage the 
listing to appear in more search results on online advertising websites.



STEP 5 - MARKETING THE BUSINESS

Investing in marketing maximises buyer enquiries, which can increase the sale 
price. Recruiting a broker will help determine the best marketing methods to reach 
a broad base of prospective buyers, at the lowest possible cost.

Using a broker, like the team at The Brokerage Connection, means business owners 
have access to; 

• websites that only business brokers can advertise on
• a large database, consisting of national contacts
• weekly debit systems, which can assist with cash flow 
• marketing deals suitable for low budgets. In some cases, the return of   
marketing costs at the time of the settlement fee payment. 

The Broker may recommend some, or all the following marketing tactics;
• online advertising 
• electronic direct Mail 
• promoting to existing networks 
• social media 
• trade publications 
• word of mouth. 



STEP 6 – SELLING WITH THE BEST TEAM

Most sellers underestimate the preoccupation and the time involved in selling a 
business; the process involves several areas of expertise, and can be complex. 

Through the years of sales experience, The Brokerage Connection has 
discovered that; 

• buyers trust sales conducted through a broker, more than those sold directly 
from the business owner;

 – the facts presented through Information Memorandums, Business Profiles 
and Due Diligence investigations, give more confidence than those provided by 
an owner with a vested interest in the business

 – buyers can be put off if the marketing focuses too much on the benefits 
and the day to day operations of their business.
• Buyers, accountants and their advisors can often be extremely negative and 
critical about the business. This can lead to; 

 – tactics implemented to offer a lower price
 – criticisms that can be hurtful to the owner, and cause emotional stress.

The negotiation stage is an exciting stage; however professionalism must be 
maintained. The Business Broker from The Brokerage Connection will be able to 
use their skills to keep the buyer engaged to pay the maximum price for the busi-
ness, and ensure a great deal is negotiated for the business owner. 

 Talk to your local broker today!
1300 466 455 

enquiries@thebrokerageaus.com.au
www.thebrokerageaus.com.au 


